Race car fuse block

The new BlackBox Jr. In addition to their new compact size they're just 5" wide , they are
dual-purpose: Either one can serve as the basis for an entirely new wiring system OR they can
REPLACE a factory fuse panel that's inadequate, damaged, or corroded. The fuse BlackBox Jr.
The 9-fuse BlackBox Hp wiring and relay board has 9 fused circuits, three power inputs, one
flasher, and a multi-purpose relay. Our classic BlackBox also has three power inputs, but offers
17 fused circuits, two signal flashers,and three Multi-Purpose relays. The classic BlackBox is
the best choice for more complex builds and flexibility. Click here for more information about
full-size BlackBox wiring boards. Professionals and privateers praise the overall BlackBox
designs for their unique features including:. These features combine to make these easy to
install units the choice of professionals because in the end it's the final result that counts and
BlackBox wiring boards provide the best final result. Racers Inc. As veteran installers of street
rod and custom car wiring and equipment, we used the BlackBox almost exclusively for over 20
years. When Dennis Enos announced his retirement, we were concerned that this great product
might no longer be available. Now, with its sale to Racers, not only is the BlackBox available,
it's improved and will continue to grow as vehicle systems evolve. If you have any questions
about the product or need support on an already installed Enos BlackBox, Please contact us via
email or telephone. Cordially, Craig Nicol. Owner, Racers Inc. One-side wiring for a small
footprint and neat final appearance Labeled terminals for easy installation and use; plus each
circuit's fuse is directly above its connecting terminal Easy placement three sides are free and
clear Attractive cover WB ; so it looks great even if fully visible. Racers labeled wire sets are
custom made for your cars' equipment so you know you will have just what you need when you
wire your car. Our wire sets are available with industry-standard GM colors or an attractive
"all-black" color scheme that provides a really custom, professional look. Wire sets are made
using wire with GXL cross- linked insulation, the best in the industry and we "up-size" almost
every wire gauge to far exceed original wiring specifications. Wires are heat-stamped every 5"
and heat-stamping means that easy-to-read, actual plastic is fused into the insulation. The only
way it's coming off is with the insulation itself; it's that good. Click here for more information
about labeled wire sets. Professionals and privateers praise the overall BlackBox designs for
their unique features including: One-side wiring for a small footprint and neat final appearance
Labeled terminals for easy installation and use; plus each circuit's fuse is directly above its
connecting terminal Easy placement three sides are free and clear Attractive cover WB ; so it
looks great even if fully visible These features combine to make these easy to install units the
choice of professionals because in the end it's the final result that counts and BlackBox wiring
boards provide the best final result. Click here for more information about labeled wire sets
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non-retail packaging, such as an unprinted box or plastic bag. See the seller's listing for full
details. See all condition definitions - opens in a new window or tab Read more about the
condition. Item condition is NEW and made to order. You have the option to choose how many
relays you would like per panel. I usually make panels with 4,6,8,10, or 12 relays per panel. If
you desire a panel with a different amount of relays please contact me! The more relays the
bigger the panel, so panel measurements will differ with the amount of relays you choose. I
make these as small as possible so they can be hidden under dash boards or other places in
the application. These panels are perfect for drag cars, rat rods, drift cars, and even boats. I run
the 5 relay panel pictured above in my own drag car. Each panel ordered is tested to ensure
everything works before it is shipped. If you have 6 accessories you would order a 6 relay panel
for example. Each relay is wired on its own circuit and can be wired to 1 accessory such as
nitrous kit, radiator fan, ignition switch, water pump, ETC Every relay is wired to its own fuse on
the fuse block which also has a light indicator for a blown fuse. Each relay is rated for 40amps.
These panels are made to make wiring accessories very easy and give the job a clean look.
Having one of these panels can help tidy up crows nest looking wire jobs. The last photo in the
listing shows you exactly how to wire the panel and accessories up every time. The fuse block
has a positive and negative main terminal on it. The positive terminal will go to your battery and
the negative terminal will go to a ground on the application. If you have any questions please do
not hesitate to ask. If you make a purchase and need assistance during install I am more than
happy to answer your questions, but i am not responsible for your wiring mistakes! Shipping
and handling. The seller has not specified a shipping method to Ukraine. Contact the seller opens in a new window or tab and request shipping to your location. Shipping cost cannot be
calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Shipping to: United States. No additional import
charges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and
includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window or tab. There are 24 items
available. Please enter a number less than or equal to Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9
numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic handling time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn
more. Return policy. No returns or exchanges, but item is covered by the eBay Money Back
Guarantee - opens in a new window or tab. Payment details. Payment methods. This is a private
listing and your identity will not be disclosed to anyone except the seller. Back to home page
Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on
Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos not
available for this variation. New: A brand-new, unused, unopened, undamaged item in its
original packaging where packaging is applicable. Condition is New. Will consist of 6 Relays for
6 different circuits in your project car! One side will be all the outputs light bar, fans, ECU Etc ,
other end goes to switch side. All have separate fuses and indicator light if fuse is blown. Same
panel I currently run in my race car! Aluminum switch panel. Your choice of Blue, Green, or red
lights. All you need to do is run power and ground to the Panel. Trace the wire from one side
through the relay to the other side. This is done to make the panel look uniform, once all circuit
are used everything will look uniform and neat! Questions please ask, can walk you through it!
Use Instagram for fast response. Close menu. Tank Tops. Phone Cases. Air Ride. Air Ride Kit.
Air Management. Air Parts. Corvette Innovationz. Log in. Close cart. Switch Light Color Red.
Wire Add ft Wire. Add to cart. Panel Measures 12 x 9 inches Comes with Fuses. Wiring in panel
to your application: All you need to do is run power and ground to the Panel. Last Picture has
detail on how to wire in. Use Instagram for fast response Please allow days build time! Share
Share on Facebook. Quick view. Previous Next. We build only the most reliable and popular
show car and racing switch panels â€” with premium rockers or toggles â€” which are designed
to control 12 volt lighting, fully-resistive loads, and relays that operate motor loads. Choose the
number of switches, their colors, a main fuse size, an optional enclosure â€” and much more.
We offer relay harnesses for cost-conscious projects, SPST relay boxes for standard
automotive applications, and performance SPDT relay panels for maximum versatility. In most
vehicles, OEM fuse panels are designed to operate standard lighting, ignition, and resistive
loads â€” not high-performance electrical pump or fan loads. Our standard fuse panels come
with labeled terminals for easy connection to popular OEM devices, while our racing fuse boxes
are designed for relay-driven, high-power accessories. MGI delivers high-quality performance
panels at remarkably low prices. Quality products at superb prices is the foundation of our
business model. Adding and wiring electrical accessories to your vehicle may seem like a
daunting task. See our tutorial on switch basics for more information regarding switch function,
actuation, contact forms poles and throws , and maintained vs momentary action. We
understand the importance of quality automotive electrics , especially when these products are
to be an integral component of your showcar or race car projects. Rest assured that with MGI,

there is no shortcut to quality. For products presenting signs of shipping damage or
manufacturer defects, MGI will repair or replace that item according to our warranty practices.
This offer applies to regular postal service in North America. If you need your order right away,
1-day and 3-day delivery options are available at checkout with convenient real-time rates from
Canada Post and USPS. Skip to content. And Everything in Between. Automotive Switch Panels
We build only the most reliable and popular show car and racing switch panels â€” with
premium rockers or toggles â€” which are designed to control 12 volt lighting, fully-resistive
loads, and relays that operate motor loads. Automotive Fuse Panels In most vehicles, OEM fuse
panels are designed to operate standard lighting, ignition, and resistive loads â€” not
high-performance electrical pump or fan loads. Best Sellers. Camshaft Calculator. Wire Gauge
Chart. Fuse Size Calculator. Shopping Cart. There are no products in the cart! Continue
Shopping. Low Prices. Easy Installation. Guaranteed Quality. No-Hassle Shipping. With brilliant
design and construction, our revolutionary integrated race car wiring system can be adapted for
any application. Our system is powerful enough for the dedicated professional but so easy to
install, even a novice racer can do it! Our comprehensive guides and videos have the answers
to your questions. Self-diagnosing LEDs for fuse and relay outputs means you can spend more
time on your race program and less time debugging electrical issues. Our robust, versatile, and
easy-to-use products can be applied across the board â€” race cars, monster trucks,
emergency service vehicles, and more. See our gallery of installs and check out the winners
using the Speedwire system. With professionally engineered circuitry and flame, moisture, and
vibration resistant materials, your vehicle can handle the toughest racing conditions. At
Speedwire Systems, our goal and vision is to refine and simplify vehicle chassis electrical
control and installations, helping our customers to build consistent and reliable race-winning
vehicles. Whether you are building a new vehicle or want to upgrade your existing electrical
system, Speedwire Systems has the solution for all your wiring needs. Main Control Board
System. Eight Circuit Controller. Compact Control Board System. Follow Us:. Easy
Troubleshooting Self-diagnosing LEDs for fuse and relay outputs means you can spend more
time on your race program and less time debugging electrical issues. Proven Modern
Technology Our robust, versatile, and easy-to-use products can be applied across the board
â€” race cars, monster trucks, emergency service vehicles, and more. Top-of-the-Line
Performance With professionally engineered circuitry and flame, moisture, and vibration
resistant materials, your vehicle can handle the toughest racing conditions. A versatile
pre-wired fuse box with 3 built-in relays. Designed for up to 11 high-power, relay-controlled
accessories such as electric motors, pumps and fans. Choose fuse sizes for each individual
load circuit. If this option is not selected, MGI will install 6 x 20A and 5 x 30A smart glow blade
fuses, which is ideal for all relay loads. Write your own labels for each fuse. You know best what
accessories you'll have. Write a short description and we'll print you a label sticker that fits on
the fuse panel. If you make a mistake or want to change the label later on, no problem â€” we'll
send you a new label by mail until you're satisfied. The AFPR racing fuse box offmore-ers
high-current protection for your switches, relays, and loads. An MGI pre-wired racing fuse panel
has 3 built-in relays and can incorporate up to 8 external relays and loads with minimal wiring
involved. With most race cars, standard OEM accessories are not needed and are stripped from
the vehicle. Unlike most other custom fuse boxes that are made of plastic, MGI fuse panels are
fabricated from lightweight aluminum. All you need to do is wire your loads and relays to the
always reliable screw terminal strips. Simply mount up to 8 external relays near the AFPR and
connect to the appropriate labeled terminal. A relay is a special switch that uses two physically
independent circuits typically coupled electromagnetically to power a load. This is especially
useful when a load draws a current too large like an electric motor for a typical inline switch. To
solve this problem, relays employ a control circuit that, when closed by a low-current switch,
allows a much larger current to flow through the power circuit. An MGI pre-wired relay fuse
panel is the solution. For non-racing projects such as OEM vehicle upgrades with standard
ignition, see our universal 12, 15, and 18 fuse panels. Install the AFPR inside the cabin of the
vehicle under the dashboard. Secure the ground wire to the chassis. Then, connect your battery
and main fuse to the AFPR. See the AFPR installation manual for more details. Connect your
starter solenoid using an ignition pushbutton or key switch. Refer to the appropriate wiring
diagram. In either case, the ignition switch must control an external relay, which, when
activated, powers the solenoid and starts the vehicle. Use the tables to wire all external
switches, relays, and loads. Since there exists plenty of possible wiring schemes, our tables
show two contrasting cases when it comes to the number of relays used: a Incorporating relays
into ALL 11 circuits including the 3 built-in relays , and b Using only the minimum 3 built-in
relays with the remaining 8 non-relay loads. Most OEM fuse boards are built from flimsy plastic
in an effort to cut costs at the expense of durability. But when it comes to your prized show car,

truck, or boat, quality should never be sacrificed. An MGI lightweight aluminum fuse block
offers the upgraded protection that your vehicle deserves. Where it is deemed safe to do so
considering the circuit capacity and actual load of the user selected circuit , start by loosening
the fuse block screw terminal. Then, slide in another fork crimp terminal with the sub-circuit
wire, making sure that both the new and original fork terminals are back-to-back. Finally, tighten
the screw and check that both fork terminals are secured. No wire cutting required. AdamM
store manager â€” December 23, Solid unit and does what I need it to do. Your email address
will not be published. Not only does this help you to select the appropriate options for your race
panel, it will enable you to tackle any troubleshooting issues with confidence. Quality products
at superb prices is the foundation of our business model. Adding and wiring electrical
accessories to your vehicle may seem like a daunting task. See our tutorial on switch basics for
more information regarding switch function, actuation, contact forms poles and throws , and
maintained vs momentary action. We understand the importance of quality automotive electrics
, especially when these products are to be an integral component of your showcar or race car
projects. Rest assured that with MGI, there is no shortcut to quality. For products presenting
signs of shipping damage or manufacturer defects, MGI will repair or replace that item
according to our warranty practices. This offer applies to regular postal service in North
America. If you need your order right away, 1-day and 3-day delivery options are available at
checkout with convenient real-time rates from Canada
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Post and USPS. Skip to content. Racing Fuse Box with Relays Rated 5. Choose main feeder and
a main fuse. Optionally include your choice of main feeder 5 feet , a mini-ANL main fuse, and an
inline surface-mount fuse holder. Choose Your Options. Customize your AFPR. Racing Fuse
Box with Relays quantity. How does it work? POWER circuits. What are relay control and power
circuits? Relay Fuse Box Wiring Diagrams. STEP 2 Connect your starter Connect your starter
solenoid using an ignition pushbutton or key switch. How do I add another circuit to an MGI
race car fuse panel? The unique design of an MGI fuse block allows for the addition of extra
circuits. The ability to add extra circuits makes the AFPR exceptional among racing fuse boxes.
Rated 5 out of 5. Add a review Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Shopping
Cart. There are no products in the cart! Continue Shopping. Low Prices. Easy Installation.
Guaranteed Quality. No-Hassle Shipping. Physical Dimensions L x W x H 6.

